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Chapter 1 : Editions of Dakota of the White Flats by Philip Ridley
When Dakota Pink decides to find out the truth about Medusa's baby monster it is the beginning of a quest that will lead
Dakota and her best friend, Treacle, away from the White Flats to Dog Island and the Fortress.

The Dakota from Central Park , c. The building purportedly was named The Dakota because at the time of its
construction, the area was sparsely inhabited and considered remote from the inhabited area of Manhattan, just
as the Dakota Territory was considered remote. Its layout and floor plan , however, were strongly influenced
by French architectural trends in housing design that had become known in New York City in the s. High
above the 72nd Street entrance, the face of a Dakota Indian keeps watch. Many of these carriages were housed
in a multi-story stable building built in two sections, â€”94, at the southwest corner of 77th Street and
Amsterdam Avenue , where elevators lifted them to the upper floors. The "Dakota Stables" building was in
operation as a garage until February , when it was slated to be transformed by the Related Companies into a
condominium residence. The arrangement allows a natural migration for guests from one room to another,
especially on festive occasions, yet gives service staff discreet separate circulation patterns that offer service
access to the main rooms. The principal rooms, such as parlors or the master bedroom, face the street, while
the dining room, kitchen, and other auxiliary rooms are oriented toward the courtyard. Apartments thus are
aired from two sides, which was a relative novelty in Manhattan at the time. The floors are inlaid with
mahogany , oak , and cherry. These apartments are accessed by staircases and elevators placed in the four
corners of the courtyard. Separate service stairs and elevators serving the kitchens are located in mid-block.
Built to cater to the well-to-do, The Dakota featured many amenities and a modern infrastructure that was
exceptional for the time. The building has a large dining hall. Meals also could be sent up to the apartments by
dumbwaiters. Electricity was generated by an in-house power plant, and the building has central heating.
Beside servant quarters, there was a playroom and a gymnasium under the roof. In later years, these spaces on
the tenth floor were converted into apartments. The Dakota property also contained a garden, private croquet
lawns, and a tennis court behind the building between 72nd and 73rd Streets. This is a dynamic list and may
never be able to satisfy particular standards for completeness. You can help by expanding it with reliably
sourced entries.
Chapter 2 : Dakota of the White Flats Philip Ridley
Dakota of the White Flats [Philip Ridley] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In
searching for an eccentric old woman's jewel-encrusted turtle, Dakota and Treacle tangle with a recluse author and
almost become a midnight menu for mutant eels.

Chapter 3 : South Dakota - Wikipedia
Set in a dingy, run-down housing complex ironically named White Flats, this hilarious adventure begins when two young
residents, quick-witted Dakota Pink and her sidekick, ``Treacle'' Duck.

Chapter 4 : Dakota Of The White Flats â€“ Philip Ridley () â€“ A Kid-Lit Review â€“ reviewsrevues
Editorial Reviews. Set in a dingy, run-down housing complex ironically named White Flats, this hilarious adventure
begins when two young residents, quick-witted Dakota Pink and her sidekick, ``Treacle'' Duck, discover the
jewel-encrusted pet turtle belonging to their neighbor Medusa, an over-the-hill actress.

Chapter 5 : Badlands National Park (U.S. National Park Service)
Get this from a library! Dakota of the White Flats. [Philip Ridley] -- In searching for an eccentric old woman's
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jewel-encrusted turtle, Dakota and Treacle tangle with a recluse author and almost become a midnight menu for mutant
eels.

Chapter 6 : South Dakota - Map of Cities in SD - MapQuest
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 7 : DAKOTA OF THE WHITE FLATS by Philip Ridley | Kirkus Reviews
"Dakota Of The White Flats" was republished with new illustrations by Chris Ridell by Viking and Puffin in but actually
pre-dates "Krindlekrax" as it first saw light of day published by Collins in when it obviously did not set the world of
children's books alight.

Chapter 8 : Dakota of the White Flats by Philip Ridley
Editions for Dakota of the White Flats: (Paperback published in ), (Paperback published in ), (Paperback publish.

Chapter 9 : Whitetall Flats Campground, Sully Creek, ND:
In this British import, ten-year-old Dakota Pink and her friend Treacle snoop for Secrets, root out Revelations, and Right
several Wrongsâ€”all without leaving the neighborhood of their small apartment complex.
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